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V O L . 128
N O . 21

A Greater H o p e campaign marches on
The c a m p a i g n to update H o p e facilities a n d upgrade student life is well on its w a y to completion
Duncan MacLean
C a m p u s C o -E d i t o r

The Jack H. Miller Center
for Musical Arts and the Kruizenga Arts Museum (KAM) are
the current focuses of Hope
College’s A Greater Hope cam
paign. Both buildings marked
significant milestones recently
in their construction process.
The Jack H. Miller Center is
slated to be functional for class
es by fall 2015 while the perfor
mance hall will be completed
and performance ready by early
2016. K A M is scheduled to be
finished and fullyoperational by
the time summer rolls around.

MUSICAL ARTS CENTER
The Jack H. Miller Centers
flagship auditorium is currently
receiving its final stages of inte
rior work; scaffolding has been
taken down, and woodwork has
begun in the main auditorium
as it reaches completion. Inte
rior brickwork has begun in the
lobby as well. After brick and
wood work are completed, the
building’s sophisticated humid-

P hotos C ourtesy of H ope P ublic R elations

BUILDING A GREATER HOPE — T h e Jack H. Miller Center
for Musical Arts a n d the Krulzenga Art M u s e u m s h o w t r e m e n 
do u s progress for H o p e ’s ambitious i m p rovement campaign.

ityand temperature control sys
tem will be turned on and cali
brated and the main organ will
be installed. The organ is being
constructed by Casavant Freres
and assembled in Quebec,
Canada. The three-manual and
pedal organ will have 54 ranks
of pipes totaling 3,092 pipes.
The performing space will
have an approximate seating
capacity of 800. 500 seats will
make up the main floor with
an additional 300 in an over
head balcony. It will be fully
equipped to house large scale
performances from allof Hope’s
musical ensembles as well as
visiting musical acts.
The building has garnered
criticism from the dance de
partment for not designing the
stages to accommodate dance
performances. Their depart
ment will continue rehears
ing and preforming in existing
Hope venues.
In addition to the main per
forming center there will be a
second smaller recital hall. It
will feature a seating capacity

of 125 for more intimate per
formances. Instructional space
will also be included in the
building. There will be dedicat
ed rehearsal space for each of
the college’s several choral and
instrumental ensembles, 17 in
dividual practice rooms, a state
of the art piano lab, computer
lab and percussion studio as
well as a fully equipped record
ing studio and two general-use
classrooms. The building is de
signed to bring Hope’s musical
programs to the next level.
The facilityisbeing named in
honor of notable alumnus Jack
H. Miller who graduated from
Hope in 1954 after a generous
contribution to the $35 Million
project. He led the Howard
Miller Company for 48 years
before retiring in 2002.

ARTS MUSEUM
The Kruizenga Arts Museum
has also made serious progress.
On the south side of Martha
Miller, K A M ’s exterior isbegin
ning to take shape. Large
see
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the
last
3.5
w
e
e
k
s
of
school
g u p o n the e n d of the semester; act n o w before it’s too late
Alek Molenaar

hours. For PC users, the Firefox
browser has an extension called
LeechBlock. This extension can
block certain sites that you des
ignate for a specific amount of
time, and it also keeps track of

Communicate with teachers
now in order to set-up meet
Here we are Hope Col
ings, go over homework ques
lege: it’s the final stretch of the
tions or change an exam sched
spring semester. It’s the final
ule around. Believe me when
three-and-half weeks of school,
I say do these things now be
and we all need to strap in and
cause in two weeks there won’t
get ready for it.With these tips,
be a lot of wiggle room for fa
whether you use them or not,
vors and last-minute-meetings.
hopefully you'll be able to sur
Teachers, like us, also become a
vive or at least pass all of your
lot busier in the final weeks of
finals and then crumple into a
the semester, so get out there
heap of what will then become
and talk to them now rather
a glorious summer filled with
than later.
fun, adventure, and of course,
3. Exercise. Keep up with
no homework. But that time is
your normal exercise routine (if
still a month away, and there is
you don’t have one start small).
plenty to finish up, so here is a
Yes, the projects and tests might
P hoto C ourtesy of clker .c o m
PSA on the last three and half BRING ON THE HEAT - pile up, but exercising relaxes
weeks of school.
K e e p exercising throughout the body, and you get to keep
1.
Download Blockers. Socialthe next three weeks. It will that spring break sixpack you’ve
media can be a major time-con improve your focus a n d you’ll been trying to keep through the
sumer for students, and with
be able to ride the fitness summer months. Also, exer
each precious hour needed to w a v e Into s u m m e r .
cise tires the body out, which is
wrap up those lab reports, proj
important for sleep. Not being
ects and exam reviews, keeping how often you visit these sites able to fall asleep is the worst
when you want to catch those
these sites on the down-low is on a daily basis.
crucial. For Mac users, SelfConZ's for the next day.
2.
Communicate with Teach
4. Find a study group. Study
trol is the perfect extension for ers. This might be one of the
blocking social media for set most important tasks to com- ing alone can be beneficial for
amounts of time, even up to 24 plete in your ride to summer. some people, but studying in a
C a m p u s C o -Editor

P hoto C ourtesy of L eech B lock

YOU VE BEEN BLOCKED, LEECHBLOCKED - LeechBlock Is the P C friendly version of SelfControL Students are
able to block sites that typically cost t h e m hours upon hours
during the day.
group for tests can really test
your knowledge. It’s a lot easi
er to say “Oh, I know that,” to
yourself, but it's not always the
same when someone else is
asking the questions. Teachers
also get in on this too, so attend study sessions when they

are available. If you can’t meet,
set up a Google document and
share itwith your friends! Hav
ing multiple people input their
ideas and techniques is a lot
better than just one person’s
ideas.
see
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DIs art

Sexual assault week

Men’s lacrosse dominates

Disabled artists from around
the world show their work.

Bringing awareness to prevent sexual assault on college campuses.

The men’s team took down Defiance College by dou
ble digits this week, as their season rolls on.
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Thurs.
April 9
2015 Young Alumni Award
Dinner
Everyone is invited to celebrate the
achievements of H o p e ’s young
alumni. Haworth Conference Center.
Begins at 6 p.m.

Thurs.
April 9
Opera Workshop Performance
The Opera Workshop is coached by Dr.
J u n gWoo Kim, Assistant Professor
of Music. Starts at 8 p.m. in Wichers
Auditorium.

Sat.
April 11
; SAC^hicago Museum Trip
Ic^isit theiChicago Field M u s e u m and
:" W ^ Shedd Aquarium with SAC. Visit
the SUD, and pay $ 2 0 to get in on
the fun.

In B

rief

KICKERBOCKER SPRING
FILM SERIES

The Typical Life of a Hope
College Student “Mad Lib”

M o v i n g at the s p e e d of s o u n d

E v e r y _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ [time span], I w a k e
u p a n d get off m y _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ [noun],
I don't always ha v e time t o _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
[verb] a shower, but I always m a k e sure to
_____ _ _ _ _ _ _ [verb]my hair. O n c e that's
d o n e I get s o m e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ [noun sin./
pi.], a n d then it's off to m y first________
[noun], I often get c a u g h t _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
[Verb with “-ing”] in class. N o o n e likes
it w h e n the_ _ _ _ _ _
[occupation] gives a surprise
___ [noun].
M y second class is_
_ _ _ [noun]
Theory. D r . _ _ _ _ _ _
[Person] is
_[adj.], but
incredibly_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
[verb] her because
I never
________ [noun].
of her thick
[ N o u n pi.] , however,
Her
are really_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________
____
[adj.]. After
lunch, I h a v e n o m o r e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
[noun pl.]and I ' m free t o _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
[verb]_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ [prep.]my friends.
Before I g o to b e d I__
[verb] a
little bit. It’s always a
_ [adj-]
d a y at H o p e College.

The Knickerbocker Theatre
will feature six films during its
Spring Film Series, which will
run from April-June. All films
are foreign and independently
produced. The series kicks off
with “Haute Cuisine," a French
comedy. The film follows the
story of Hortense Laborie, who
becomes the private chef of the
President of France. “Haute
Cuisine”will be shown in French
with English subtitles from April
6-11 at 7:30 p.m. each night.
The other films being featured
are “Gett: The Trial of Viviane Courtesy of madglibs.com
Amsalam," “Noble,” “The Other
scholarships, faculty recruit
Man,” “Northern Borders" and ♦ Campaign, f r o m p a g e 1
ment and retention, undergrad
a final- film, which is yet to be
granite panels have been in uate research, multicultural and
announced.
stalled and some exterior site international education, spiri
work
has begun. The lower tual life and strengthen the an
GRADUATING SENIORS
level
interior
is beginning to nual Hope fund.
A R T W O R K GALLERY
take shape. Mechanical work is
With the completion last
nearing
completion,
and
gallery
year
of the engineering addi
The annual senior art show
at Hope College will rum from spaces are receiving final touch tion to Vanderwerf and the
lFriday, April 10 through Sunday, es. The building is on schedule imminent completion of the
|May 3 in the gallery of the De to be completed by May 1, with performance center and the
;Free Art Center. The show will any remaining work such as art museum, the Greater Hope
be titled “To Be Continued..." landscaping or aesthetic chang campaign is on track to achieve
and will feature the artwork es to be wrapped up by the end its goals. The fundraising goal
of $175 Million has nearly been
created by 16 graduating art of the month.
The museum will house and reached. The campaign has
and art education students. The
works will range from ceramics provide exhibition space for raised a total of $172.6 Million.
to animation to installation to Hope’s permanent collection of
BULTMAN
STUDENT
bookbinding. The exhibition art, as well as dedicated curato
r
i
a
l
support
to
help
care
for
the
CENTER
will open with a reception from
The next major project on
5 p.m. to 6 p.m. on Friday. The collection and further develop
gallerywifi be open on weekdays it as a teaching tool. The col schedule is the Bultman Stu
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and on lection is made up of over 1,000 dent Center, named for Hope’s
Saturdays and Sundays from 1 objects, which span traditions last presidential couple Jim and
and centuries from around the Martie Bultman. The center is
p.m.'to Sp-m.
world and across time.
scheduled to begin in fall 2015
HOPE JAZZ CONCERT
The museum is being named and will be built in the place of
in recognition of a leadership Nykerk Hall. The student center
The Hope College Jazz Arts gift from Richard and the late will provide Hope students with
Collective will be performing a Margaret Feldmann Kruizenga. a place to gather and interact.
concert thisweek to demonstrate Richard and Margaret gradu
Ifyou want to get involved in
their year of progress. The ated from Hope in 1952.
the Greater Hope campaign or
Collective is Hopes premiere
Both the Jack H. Miller Cen want more information on all
jazz ensemble. Featuring a ter for Musical Arts and the of the remarkable changes on
rhythm section and flexiblewind Kruizenga Art Museum are campus, head to the campaign
instrumentation, the ensemble part of the Greater Hope cam website at campaign.hope.edu.
is capable of performing a large paign currently being pursued
variety of music over many by the college. The campaign’s
T o help support the
different styles of jazz-from goals are to: enhance the facili
c a mpaign,
contact
historical to modern, as well as ties needed to strengthen aca
original works and commissions demic and student life, includ
M a r y Remenschneifrom the Hope community. They ing the concert hall and music
der, c a m p a i g n direc
will perform April 9 in Dimnent facility, student center, outdoor
chapel at 7:30 p.m. led by Mr. athletic improvements, art m u 
tor at remenschneiSteve Talaga, who is replacing seum and engineering addition.
Dr. Brian Coyle while he enjoys Additionally, they will work to
der@hope.edu
or
a sabbatical.
build endowment for student

616- 395- 7775.

P hotos courtesy of H ope P ublic R elations

CLOSER THAN IT LOOKS — The two buildings are nearing completion. The organ pipes are polished, the gallery painted and the
performance hall loses the scaffolding in favor of floor work.

♦ School, f r o m p a g e 1
5. Don’t cut out all of the
fun. There is still time to have
fun these last three weeks of
school! Keep studying and fin
ishing projects here and there,
and Ipromise you, you’llbe able
to have fun on days like Spring
Fling and other great end-ofthe-year activities that happen
around Hope. Also, sunshine is
good for you; don’t stay in the
library all day cramming, be
cause ifyou plan your studying
out, you shouldn’t have to!
Again, these tips are de
signed to make life a little bit
easier these last three-and-ahalf weeks. Plan meetings and
due dates out for the next few
weeks in order to divide time

to finishing studying and work
ing. Remember: blockers, com
munication, exercise, study
groups, and fun is what these
last three-and-a-half weeks
boil down to. It’s a fun but cra
zy time from here on out Hope
College. Go get ‘em.

W a n t to write for
Campus?
We
are
o p e n for writers of
any level. Email duncan.maclean or aleksandrs.molenaar @
hope.edu with any
stories or experienc
es.
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217: R o m a n E m p eror
Caracalla is assassi
nated.

Intolerance against Religious freedom
Andrew Gomez-Seoane
W

1341: Francesco
Petrarca crowned in
Rome.
1730: First Jewish
congregation in U S
forms synagogue,
“Shearith Israel,
NYC.”
1766: First fire escape
patented.
1781: Premier of
Mozart’s violin sonata

K379.
1783: Catharina II of
Russia annexes the
Crimea.
1789: T h e first meetingof the U S H o u s e
ofRepresentatives.
1802: French Protes
tant church becomes
state-supported.
1832: Charles Darwin
begins trip through
Rio de Janeiro.
1866: Italy and Prus
sia ally against Austria-Hungarv.
1869: American M u 
s e u m of Natural His
tory opens in N e w
York City.
1879: Milk w a s sold
in glass bottles for the
first time.
1902: Russia and Chi
na sign the convention
of Evacuation under
which Russia agrees
to evacuate Manchuria
within 18 months.
1904: Great Britain
and France establish
their Entente Cordiale.
1916: N o r w a y ap
proves active and pas
sive female suffrage.
1929: Indian Inde
pendence M o v e m e n t
where Bhagat Singh
and Batukeshwar Dutt
throw handouts and
b o m b s to court arrest.
1946: T h e League of
Nations assembles for
the last time.
1990: Ki n g Birendra
of Nepal lifts 30-year
ban on political par
ties.
Source: H i s t o r y o r b . c o m

orld

C o -E d i t o r

With the signage of Indiana’s
Religious
Freedom
and
Restoration Act (RFRA) last
month, Gov. Mike Pence was
expecting a quite ceremony out
of a law that now encompasses
more than 20 states in one way
or another. However, he was not
prepared to receive the vitriol
and hysterical backlash of the
mainstream media and their
gay activist allies over such a
common law. What ensued was
a week of protests and outrage
that made me wonder ifwe were
legalizing slavery of allthings.
No, in fact, the law that
passed and so many on the left
opposed was very much a close
carbon copy of the exact act that
President Bill Clinton signed
into law in 1993. Congress had
passed such a law in response
to a Supreme Court decision
that held that Native Americans
were not exempt from anti-drug
laws barring the use of peyote
for religious ceremonies. Under
this new provision governments
were prohibited from burdening
those of religious faith without a
compelling interest for the state.
But, the court would hold
several years later in 1997, that

such a law was too board and
could not be applied to the
states. In response, individual
state governments have passed
their own versions of RFRA
acts in close to 30 states. Not
to mention a wide array of
legislatures from Illinois to
Massachusetts.
But, while leftist gay activists
screech
bloody
murder,
they should understand that
such laws only setup of legal
framework for those who feel
infringed upon to file a case.
In fact, no RFRA has prevailed
in court in defense of anti-gay
discrimination.
Moreover, very few instances
of
discrimination
against
homosexuals occur at all. The
only desire that Christian bakers
and florists have is to live their
lives in peace and not be forced
to partake in same-sex marriages
that violate their beliefs.
But why homosexual couples
would target a Christian baker
or photographer for such
services begs the question of
whether their intentions are a
smear campaign. With hundreds
of other bakeries and service
providers to choose from, it
wouldn’tbe too difficultto move
on and find someone willing to
cater specifically for you. But as

P hoto by A ssociated P ress

PROTECTING RELIGIOUS LIBERTY- Businesses in Indi
ana debate the effects of n e w religious freedom law. S o m e
have posted signs such as the one above in support of the
right for all customers to c o m e to their shops. Others believe
they should not be forced to partake In same-sex celebrations.
we’ve seen time and time again,
it'snot enough for these radicals
to claim victory for gay rights.
If you are Christian or Muslim
or belong to the billions of
people of-various faiths who do
not agree with gay marriage or
homosexual acts, then you must
conform or be punished.
As is the case, there is no live
and letlivefor activistswho seek
total control, while claiming a
false moral high ground in the
name of tolerance and equality.
That iswhy itis crucial for those
gay and straight to stand up to
religious intolerance. For no one
should be coerced to perform or

participate in an act thatviolates
his or her firstamendment right.
Our religious freedoms are at
the bedrock of this great nation.
The founders themselves saw
it fit to enshrine them in our
list of first amendments as they
had witnessed the persecution
of those who dared, to think
differently. Ifwe stay silent, then
we let those forces win.
However, they don't speak
for rest of us. I have no doubt
that Americans of all colors and
stripesbelieve inthese freedoms,
they just need to remember that
one day they may be there for
future generations to enjoy.

Talk of a n Iranian n u c l e a r deal s p a r k s interest in foreign c o m p a n i e s
Andrew Gomez-Seoane
W

orld

C o -E d i t o r

As discussion of a possible
nuclear deal between Iran and
the United States is hammered
out, Western companies are
eyeing an opportunity to do
business with the Islamic
Republic of over 80 million
inhabitants. While Iran isknown
primarily for itsvast oil reserves
(considered to be the 4th largest
in the world as well as second
largest in natural gas) there
is anticipation that its people
serve as an untapped market in
a consumer driven world.
With more than 30 years of
bad blood between Iran and
the U.S. recent sanctions have
only added to the countries
economic isolation. But all that
could change in the coming
years, with some voicing hope of
a new renaissance.
“Iranians love to eat,
consume and shop, and they
have continued to surprise
domestic and international
brands with their resilience,”
said Ali Borhani, the founder
of Incubeemea, a Dubai-based
advisory firm that works with
multinationals looking at Iran.
“In a post-sanctions world,
on the back of a multifaceted
economy beyond hydrocarbons
and oil and gas, Iran can be the
most exciting frontier market."
But
even
with
some
enthusiasm on the part of
Western
companies,
many
American
firms
remain

squeamish
about
doing
business in such an uncertain
environment. If and when
foreign banks are allowed
unrestricted access to Iran, it
will take years for investment
to take hold. However, even
under heavy-handed sanctions,
Iranians still spent over $100
billion on foods and clothing in
2012 alone according to sources.
Meanwhile, some companies
who have not been barred from
conducting business in the
region have had a mixed success.
Etihad Airways announced that
iswould increase the number of
flights between Tehran and Abu
Dabi.
Be that as it may, some
companies have not been as
fortunate. Swiss global food
Giant Nestle was forced to
scale back more than two years
ago after problems with money
distractions intensified.
Despite the setbacks from
the sanctions, the company
acknowledged that it was
still committed to long term
investment in Iran. Even with
such harsh U.S. sanctions
Iranian companies in Dubai
and elsewhere have managed
to receive preliminary contracts
from companies such as Hewlitt
Packard.
Notably, Iranian officials
have pushed for a revamped
communications infrastructure,
with the introduction of 3G and
4G mobile services. As well as
a new-fiber optic data link to
Europe.

P hoto by A ssociated P ress

OPEN FOR BUSINESS— In this Tuesday Nov. 25, 2 0 1 4 p h o 
to, Iranians wal k through Tehran’s old mai n bazaar In Iran. As
the world edges toward a nuclear deal with Iran debate rages
as to w h e n foreign co m p a n i e s can begin to invest in a large
untapped market In the Middle East.
“All they’re trying to do is be
like us, they’re trying to build
as much Internet as they can,
as quickly as they can,” said Bill
Woodcock, research director of
the Packet Clearing House. A
San Francisco-based nonprofit
that has built Internet exchange
points throughout the world.
In spite of the fact, that
the nations government has
imposed
great
restrictions
on sites such as a Google,
Youtube and twitter. Most of
the internet is filtered, but Iran
has committed itselfto building

an impenetrable cybersecurity
system. With some technology
analyst’s pointing to that as
evidence toworry thatwith these
new powerful technological
advances Iran could use them
as a possible tool toward cyber
terrorism.
Under those circumstances,
Iran issaid to be legally setup for
foreign direct investment. But
even as foreigners are allowed
to own 100% of their ventures,
the relatively new system hasn’t
been tested during this tough
era of sanctions.
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Fraternity to sue Rolling Stone

ews

United Nations de
m a n d s access to D a 
mascus c a m p for h u 
manitarian aid amid
an assault by Islamic
State.
A prosecutor has told
the jury that the Bos
ton Marathon bomb
er suspect wanted to
“punish
America”
from his actions.

Shubham Sapkota
W

orld

C o -E d i t o r

Pi Kappa Psi of the Univer
sity of Virginia has threatened
to sue “Rolling Stone” maga
zine for a report that described
a rape at their fraternity house
in 2012. The story was reported
in December 2014 and received
national attention immediately.
After four months of police investigation, there was no

evidence that the incident actu
ally occurred. With that, Police
Chief Timothy Longo stated that
this did does not mean “some
thing terrible didn't happen"
to the student who we know as
Jackie.
The fraternity chapter has
reported that “they are going
to pursue all available legal ac
tion against the magazine.”After
the report took over media, the
members were condemned and

their house was vandalized. Mil
lions read the story, and the fra
ternity ishoping to sue the mag
azine for the damages. They are
calling the reporting “reckless,"
and after months of investiga
tion, the magazine has officially
retracted the article “A Rape on
Campus.”
The article that was reviewed
was described as “a story ofjour
nalistic failure" by the Columbia
School of Journalism. The story,

Court cases in Califor
nia and Illinois could
decide the fate of “fair
share” payments that
force workers to pay
union dues whether or
not they belong to a
union.
Social media restric
tions are being lifted
in Turkey with blocks
on Facebook and
Twitter being lifted.
K e n y a ’s
air force
b o m b s al-Shabab bas
es in Somalia after the
militant group led an
onslaught on Garissa
University last week.
UP NEXT—

P hoto by A ssociated P ress

Charlottesville Police Chief Timothy L o n g o spe a k s during a conference regarding
the five-month police Investigation on the alleged g a n g rape at the University of Virginia.

Two Australian drug
smugglers sentenced
to death are not go
ing to be able to chal
lenge the president’s
decision to refuse
them clemency.
Gmail users around
the world found er
rors and safety w a r n 
ing over the w e e k e n d
after Google forgot to
update a part of their
messaging software.
Playing in theaters
this week is the “Fu
rious 7” movie which
bids farewell to star
Paul Walker, who
died in a car accident
in 2013.
Labour and the Conser
vative m e m b e r s battle
over their respective
economic plans before
the United K i n g d o m ’s
elections in May.
Real Madrid soccer
star Christiano Ron
aldo scores five goals
in the La Liga giving
Madird a 9-1 win.

Source: B B C
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written by journalist Sabrina
Erdely, failed the review on mul
tiple levels, as the sole source
of this story was Jackie. Erdely
herself identified that there may
have been errors in the report
ing of the piece.
Managing editor of “Rolling
Stone,” Will Dana, apologized to
the readers and “allofthose who
were damaged by our story and
ensuing fallout.”
“The failure encompassed
reporting editing, editorial su
pervision and fact-checking and
were systematic failure," stated
the review done by the Colum
bian School of Journalism.
“W e do disagree with any
suggestion that this is Jackie’s
fault,” said Steven Coll, sticking
to what the police chief said.
An investigation has not been
able to show what actually hap
pened and to this the police have
said that no conclusions can be
made.
At this time, Jackie has de
clined to answer any questions,
and her lawyer has stated that it
is best for her to remain silent
during this time. __________

R e m e m b e r that sexual
harassment in an unac
ceptable form of dis
crimination at Hop e Col
lege. M o r e information
on H o p e ’s policy can be
found on knowhope.

Historic nuclear deal with Iran
Tim Cook
S taff W

riter

After numerous extensions
and months of talks, U.S. Secre
tary of State John Kerry and Ira
nian Foreign Minister M o h a m 
mad Javad Zarif have signed a
framework agreement detail
ing the future of Iran’s nuclear
program. The breakthrough to
complete the talks came after an
all-night round of negotiations
at Beau Rivage Palace Hotel in
Lausanne, Switzerland.
As soon as the negotiations
were completed, both sides hur
riedly called press conferences
to explain to their respective
teams of reporters the aspects
of the agreement. The deal is
far from comprehensive and
both sides intend to work out a
more fully covering agreement.
Kerry's report indicated that
the Iranians were willing to use
non-uranium fissile material in
the remainder of the centrifuges
that Iran will be permitted to
operate.
Both American and Iranian
leadership have spoken posi
tively of the nuclear agreement,
though their press releases have
been markedly different in con
tent. Hassan Rouhani highly em
phasized the fact that the deal
will result in the end ofallnucle
ar related sanctions against Iran.
All sanctions against Iran that
are not related to the Nuclear
Program will remain in place.
It is known that Iran’s su
preme leader Ayatollah Khame
nei is aware of the deal and has

given it his blessing. Khame
nei has expressed reservations
about any nuclear agreement
since its inception.
Khamenei had instead been
advocating that Iran adopt a
“resistance economy," in which
Iranians learn to make do and
adjust to a life under severe
sanctions. Iran’s Parliament
speaker Ali Larijani was openly
dismissive of any agreement.
In the United States, not
all opinions of the Framework
Agreement have been support
ive. Speaker of the House John
Boehner was quoted calling the
nuclear deal “alarming.”
Rick Perry, a potential 2016
presidential candidate, said that
one of the first things he will do
after being elected to office is
abrogate any agreement that is
made with Iran under the terms
that Kerry and Zarif have just
agreed to.
In Israel, Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu demanded
that any deal with Iran must in
volve Iran’s recognition of Isra
el’s right to exist. Secretary Ker
ry explained that this was not
something that was a subject
of the negotiations. The geopo
litical implications of a finalized
deal will likely be even more far
reaching.
For over a year, the United
States and Iran have been en
gaging in de facto cooperation
against the Islamic State. Rela
tions between the U.S. and Iran,
hostile for more than 30 years
may see an unprecedented shift
in the coming years.
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DisArt Festival features disabled artists

Grand Rapids festival changes perception of those with disabilities through fashion, film and more
Amanda Littleton
A

rts
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The city of Grand Rapids has
not had any rest since the con
clusion of its annual ArtPrize
festival. This Friday, April 9 will
debut the first day of the inau
gural DisArt Festival, which will
function much like ArtPrize and
run through April 25.
DisArt will feature exhibits
and events at multiple venues
across the city at no cost to the
pubhc. However, all the artists
of this festival have one thing in
common: each has a disability.
Christopher Smit, the Di
rector of DisArt, refers to the
Americans with Disabilities Act
to define what a disability is.
In short, a disability is a physi
cal or mental impairment that
substantially hinders someone's
everyday life and can include
anything from cognitive impair
ments and A D H D to depression
and cancer.
Smit and Marylu Dykstra,
Program Director of Disabil
ity Advocates for Kent County,
discussed disability culture with
the public in a recent video post
ed on the DisArt website.
“Ican see the change in some
body’s facewhen Isay that Ihave
a mental illness.And allofa sud
den, I’m not in the same league.
I’m not in the same crowd,” Dyk
stra said.
Those stereotypes are exactly
what DisArt istrying to combat.
DisArt wants to change percep
tions about disability one work
of art at a time.
Smit elaborated on the influ

P hoto C ourtesy of disartfestival.org

TONY HEATON’S “GOLD L A M E ”— A n artistic yet ominous
reminder of the deadly c o n s e q u e n c e s of the 1 9 6 0 ’s invacar.
ence of art by telling a personal
story about his son, a 6-year-old
named Moses.
The pair typically walks to
Meijer, “causing a ruckus” by
singing children’s songs such
as the Barney theme song to
gether. On this particular day,
after walking the aisles of the
grocery store, the father and son
returned to their home and were
greeted by a cop car. Two w o m 
en had reported Smit under the
suspicion that he had kidnapped
the child.
Smit has a physical disability
and uses a wheelchair, and his
son, Moses, is African-Ameri
can.
He said that racial differences
may have caused suspicion in
the minds of the women but,
more than that, he referred to
this incident as an example of
what the imagination can do to
inhibit the livelihood of a person
with a disability.

“H o w did they picture me?”
Smit said about the women.
“Was I someone with the poten
tial of a flourishing life? A pro
fessional and, most importantly,
[the lifeof] a father?”
Smit called this an example of
“imagination baggage," which is
the tendency to make presump
tions about those who are dif
ferent. These presumptions, in
turn, hinder the ability to form
community and connect.
“This is mental baggage for
when we meet each other," he
said.
Smit’s direction of the DisArt
Festival has ensured that its ex
hibitions were created to curb
and reframe the public’s imagi
nation. DisArt will unload the
public’s imagination baggage.
The festival will open on
April 10 with an exhibit called
“Art of the Lived Experiment” in
the Grand Rapids Art Museum
at 6 p.m. with a speech from

Smit. This exhibit originated at
the DaDa Fest in Liverpool and
features more than 19 disability
artists from around the world.
For its U.S. premiere, other art
ists, such as Jeremy Burleson
and Raphaelle de Groot, have
been added.
DisArt features all art forms,
including a fashion runway show
on April 17, from 9 to 10:30 a.m.
The show will feature clothing
that is both stylish and practical
for those with disabilities.
Three fashion companies will
be showcasing their creations.
The first, Open Style Lab from
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, has designed two
different jackets for wheelchair
users and willbe modelling these
pieces in the show. The Second
group, Fashion Has Heart, is a
group of designers and veterans
that have teamed up to create
combat clothing and will reveal
a line of accessible T-shirts for
the disabled, according to the
website.
Last but not least, Spectrum
Health and Kendall fashion
study students will showcase
fashion for children with dis
abilities that is extra-accessible
for youth to take on and off.
Contrary to many other art
exhibitions, DisArt encourages
participation. The DisArt Family
Fest isanother DisArt event that
will be held on April 19th at 3
p.m. and will engage children in
various art workshops. Itwill be
a place where “Shhh...” isn’t al
lowed, according to the website.
Through activities, art exhi
bitions, live performances and

film festivals, DisArt intends
to showcase the talent of those
with disabilities without making
the artists a rare-case scenario.
In fact, Smit himself has felt
uncomfortable that people are
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People’s activities can be
limited a n d their social
participation restricted.
People are therefore dis
abled by the society they
live in, not directly by
their impairment.
— G raham P ullin

99
impressed with his accomplish
ments. Although praise for any
accomplishment is appreciated,
Smit said that his expectations
in lifeare lower than those with
out disabilities, which isa reflec
tion of the culture in which we
live.
Smit went on to quote Gra
ham Pullin, author of “Design
Meets Disability” to emphasize
the role of societal norms and
expectations that DisArt seeks
to destroy:
“In the context of an environ
ment or society that takes little
or no account of impairment,
people’s activities can be limit
ed, and their social participation
restricted. People are therefore
disabled by the society they live
in, not directly by their impair
ment.”

Viggle app provides rewards for watching television
Amber Lee Carnahan

warded for every minute of the
program that the user watches.
Switching between multiple
Entertainment is a valued shows will result in earning less
commodity in todays society points than the episode would
and can be found almost ev have rewarded. The amount of
erywhere, including television, points earned depends on what
music and smartphones. An is being watched and its length;
app called Viggle now connects a 60-minute program will accu
all three of these sources in a mulate 60 Viggle points.
Listening to music allows
unique rewards system.
Viggle was founded by Rob the user to earn points in a very
ert F.X. Sillerman, a media en similar fashion. Each new song
trepreneur who has worked with that is checked in earns 100
several successful radio, tele points. Buying music through
vision and live entertainment Viggle also provides the user
with points. If bought through
businesses.
Users of Viggle are able to iTunes, the purchased music
redeem earned points for many will reward the user with 1,000
rewards, including movies, tele points.
There are often opportuni
vision shows, music and ebooks.
t
i
e
s
to earn bonus points. These
Points are earned by entering
the app and “checking in” while opportunities can correlate with
watching television or listening special events, like the Oscars or
to music. Check in only requires the Super Bowl. There are also
that the user press a button on trivia and other games for users
their screen and has a working to earn even more points.
More rewards have been add
microphone.
Points are accumulated sev ed recently, including 460,000
eral ways. For example, 100 ebooks and 65,000 audiobooks.
points are rewarded to the As Viggle partners with more
user for checking in something companies and brands, more re
for the first time. If the user is wards should become available.
checking into a television show Other rewards include digital
or a movie, one point will be re downloads, such as renting or
A
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P hoto C ourtesy of vigglestore.c o m

BE R E W A R D E D FOR Y O U R LAZY DAYS— With Viggle, lazy days filled with binge-watch
ing or energetic d a n c e parties can earn you points that can be r e d e e m e d for m a n y prizes.
buying movies, television shows
and music. However, points can
also be used to redeem vari
ous products and gift cards or
to enter into sweepstakes. The
rewards available often change
and can be added or removed at
any time.
Despite seeming to have
many benefits, accumulating
reward points isn’t an easy ven
ture. Popular movies can range

from 20,000 to over 50,000
points for standard definition,
and television series are usually
5,500 points per episode. There
is also a limit to how many
points can be earned per day.
The user isonly allowed to claim
6,000 points per day or accrue
12 hours ofviewing a day.
All in all,Viggle isn’tdesigned
to be a ‘get rich quick' sort ofapp.
Viggle's purpose isto reward the

viewer for watching or listening
to what they love, and over time,
the points awarded influence the
user to continue partaking in
Viggle’s services. Since it’s a free
app, there’s no harm in down
loading Viggle and giving it a
shot. When already planning on
movie nights and jam sessions,
checking in with Viggle can pro
vide even more entertainment
down the road.
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Listen up, Hope College!
April is Sexual Assault
Awareness Month

and it's time for us to get involved in solving the problem.

Heres what you need to know:
Important terms

On-campus resof

Counseling SPsycholugical
Health Center* x7585
Sara D u h r , Support Coordi
C a m p u s Chaplains* x7!45
Richard A. Frost, Title IX Co
Richard Ray, Provost x778f
Lori Mulder, H u m a n Resour ■
Residential Life Coordinator
C a m p u s Safety, available 2'

*NDTE: Those resoun
you authorize them to
For m o r e information, vis'

Sexual violence: A broad term that includes rape, incest, child sexual abuse, intimate partner violence, sexual
exploitation, h u m a n trafficking, unwanted sexual contact, sexual harassment, exposure and voyeurism. It occurs
when someone is forced or manipulated into unwanted sexual activity without their consent. Reasons someone
might not consent include fear, age, illness.disability and/or influence of alcohol or nther drugs.
Consent: An affirmative agreement to engage in varinos sexual or non-sexual activitias. Consent is an enthu
siastic, clearly communicated and ongoing "yss." One can't rely on past sexual interactinns, and should never
assume consent.
Engaged bystander: Someone w ho intervenes before, during or after a situatinn wh e n they see or hear behav
iors that promote sexual violence.
iTitle IX: A 1372 Education A m e n d m e n t that states that "no person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex,
be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any educa
tion program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance." For the purposes of Title IX, sexual violence falls
under the definition of sexual harassment. If s omeone is a victim nf discrimination, they m a y file a complaint
with Office of Civil Rights under Title IX.
Clary Act: A federal law enforced by the U.S, Department of Education that requires colleges and universities in
the U.S. to disclose information about camp u s crime. As part of the law, schools most publish an annual secu
rity report, maintain a public crime log, release crime statistics, issue timely alerts about crime, implement an
emergency response plan and have procedures for handling missing persons cases.
The C a m p u s Sexual Violence Elimination Act (SaVE): A 2DI3 act signed into law as
part of the Violence Against W o m e n Act (VAWA) Reauthorization. It's an a m e n d m e n t to the Clery Act and requires
that all institutions of higher learning must educate students, faculty and staff on the prevention nf rape, ac
quaintance rape, domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault and stalking.
Definitions courtesy of the National Sexual Violence Resource Center at http://www.nsvrc.org.

jNot-so-fun facts:
r Among college women, nine DUt of ID victims of sexual assault know the person who sexually
assaulted them.
■ In a nationally representative survey of adults, 37.4

Finding help 4

percen

uf female rape victims were first raped

between ages 18-24.
■ 27 percent nf college w o m e n have experienced s o m e form of unwanted sexual contact.
■ Df the self-reported perpetrators, 75 percent reported that they had used alcohol prior to
their most recent perpetration incident. Incidents involving alcohol wera m u c h m o r e likely to
include attempted or completed rape than incidents without alcohol.
‘ Nearly tWD-thirds of college students experience sexual harassment, and
percent of these students tell a college or university employee.
Statistics courtesy of the National Sexual Violence Resource Center at http7/www.nsvrc.org,
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+
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it Hope and in Holland
wees

Off-campus resources

Services* x7945

Canter for W o m a n in Transition*: Crisis line - (800) 848-5931
Information line - (BIB) 392-1970
Holland Hospital Emergency*: B04 Michigan Ave, Holland Ml 49423
Domestic Assault Intervention Program / Ottawa County Domestic Assault Unit Hol
land Office: (BIB) 355-4340
Holland Department of Public Safety: 911 for immediate response,
(BIB) 355-1100 to file a report

;%iator* x78D2
-

--

ordinator and Dean nf Students x7940
v•
1%

"cas x7BI7
y or RD x78DD
ihours/7 days a weak x777D

ces marked with an an are considered strictly confidential resources and will NOT file an incident report unless
ido so.
http://www.hope.edu/resources/sexualharassment/.
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Monday

It's O n U s Ba n n e r
4, M a a s Side of Phelps

^

Tuesday

|

Wednesday

31

1

It's O n U s B a n n e r
114, Science Center Atrium

It's O n U s Ba n n e r
114, M a a s Side of Phelps

^

Thursday

2

Friday

4

3

G o o d Friday

|l 6
R e A C T l from G V S U
8 p m at the Kietz

S A A M G u e s t Speaker:
Terri McFadden-Sieplinga
MM y Life in Prostitution a n d
M y N e w Life B e y o n d ! ”
7:30 p m , M a a s Auditorium
7
in stag r a m contest begins!

N o Classes

6

9

15

16

10

11

17
C h e c k out S T E P ' S Table at
T h e Really Big Talent S h o w !
8:30 p m , M a a s Auditorium

18

Selfle with yo ur favorite
S A A M decorations with

SBopeSAAM

tMj&k

t o w i n a n L J ks | f i t
giftcard!!

J

14
C o m e one, c o m e all!
>pen S T E P training o n
y&tander intervention!
pm, M a a s Auditorium

C h e c k out the Center for
W o m e n in Transition's
Paint the T o w n T& l

Instagram contest I t O S

I.T.E.P<S>

D o w n t o w n Holland
w i n d o w displays
through April 26th!

announcement! L " j

Ih-rcUrtt taw«r«9Vt

21

22

23

24

D e n i m D a y at Hope!
W e a r A L L of your d e n i m
to spread a w a r e n e s s about
sexual assault,

25
G o o d luck o n
your ex a m s )
H a v e a safe an d
enjoyable s u m m e r ,
H o p e College!

Ta ke a selfle in your {outfit
a n d hashtag S t B o p e S A A M
to w i n an Li's giftcard!

I'*BY STEP: STUDENTS TEACHING A N D EMPOWERING PEERS
Image courtesy of https://www.facebook.com/hopecollegestep

"This month, w e are once again reminded that w e can change our culture for
the better by standing together against the quiet tolerance of sexual assault
and refusing to accept the unacceptable/' - PresidentBarackObame in his Presi
dential Proclamation on National Sexual Assault Awareness and Prevention Month, 2015
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“Take B a c k The M i c ” features poetry about sexuality at H o p e
Dear Hope College

Austin’s thought
process

Carly Siess
Dear Hope College
Iwill not censor myself foryou tonight
Iwill not copy and paste the truth
I refuse to highlight my words, right click and find a synonym
No spell check, your red squiggly underlines have no place in my
poem tonight

here breaking my back while she... isbreaking bread.

For you Hope College, have made me RESILIENT

Dear Queer Students
Iwant to share with you three pieces ofadvice once shared with me
1. Audre Lorde has said “Revolution isnot a one-time event”
2. Numbness is not healing
3. Validation is not affirmation

Like a coil springing back into shape after being bent, stretched
and distorted
Iattempt to reshape my coils carefully stretching and pulling them
back into place
Dear Professors
I apologize ifm y assignments are late
But I have been completing them from within m y closet because
the library isn’texactly a safe space
Dear Administration
Remember validation and affirmation are two different things
Remember systems ofwhite supremacy, patriarchy and homopho
bia manifest themselves into my everyday life so sometimes walk
ing out my front door islikewalking onto a battle field
Remember m y wounds that need stitches cannot be covered up by
your band aids

Queer students are not plastic wrappers or paper drinking cups
Please refrain from crumpling us up and throwing us away
Throwing us away in air conditioned singles
Locking us up in the highest room of the tallest tower

Dear Straight People
In the words of Denice Frohman
“W h y do Ihave to prove my love isAuthentic?
W h y do Ihave to prove my love isAuthentic?
W h y do Ihave to prove my love isAuthentic?”

Austin Elluru
Columnist

In grade school while you were too busy learning your A B C ’s
Iwas questioning my LGBTs
So no, when itcomes to my sexuality Iwill not justify myself to you
because I know me better than you do
And Iwill identify as Iplease

Dear Straight Allies
Thank you.

Dear Campus Ministries
Let’s get something straight.... Well rather, not straight
Your revelations are not my revelations
Your experiences are not my experiences
Your habits are not m y habits
Yet itishabitual for you nail me to your cross
And itishabitual for you to put me on trial

Dear Office of Multicultural Education
You seem to have forgotten that my love isintersectional
I am not only black and white
But red, orange, yellow, green, blue and purple

But you’re right; we don’t have the same morals
W e don’tworship the same God
Because my God made me in her image
So here, let me do you a favor and led you my bible

Even though 70 percent of anti LGBT murders are of people of
color, you seem to have forgotten

Genisis 1:27
So God created Carly in her own image.
In God’s image she created her;
BLACK
QUEER
BOLD
FLAWLESS
PROUD
BEAUTIFUL
God created her

Remember being an ally is a state of constant beautiful discomfort

You seem to have forgotten:
Jorge Mercado
Deandre Edwards
Charles Howard
Marco McMillian
Jesse Hernandez
Lawrence King
You seem to have forgotten that m y sexuality and ethnicity will
always be so intimately intertwined.
Dear Housing
What do you mean Ineed to move out?
Ican say itagain...
What do you mean Ineed to move out?

Dear Hope College
Iwill not censer my myself for you tonight
Iwill not copy and paste the truth
Irefuse to highlight my words, right click and find a synonym
No spell check, your red squiggly underlines have no place in my
poem tonight
For you Hope College, have made me RESILIENT

As Imove box after box from Scott to Lichty my freshman year
Ifind myself questioning why I'm doing allthis heavily lifting alone
when my christ-like roommate was the one "uncomfortable"
Iwas willing to look past her "love the sinner hate the sin" ways yet
here I am growing more and more bi-furious by the minute out

Like a coil springing back into shape after being bent, stretched
and distorted
Iattempt to reshape my coils carefully stretching and pulling them
back into place.
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O n e day, y o u will w a k e up
a n d there w o n ’t be a n y m o r e
time to d o the things y o u ’ve
al ways wanted. D o it no w.

N e v e r say anything about
yourself y o u d o not w a n t to
c o m e true
— B rian T racy

______________ 99

— P aulo C oelho
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H o w to deal with
rejection in y o u r
love-life in six steps

Recently, I was asked how
to deal with rejection, which
is weird, because I have never
been rejected before. H o w 
ever, I would be remiss to not
help those who have put their
hearts out there only to have
them trampled on. So after a
fair amount of research on Bing
and observing people in their
natural habitat, I’ve compiled
the following tips to help those
not gifted with my sculpted phy
sique and raw charisma.
1.
Do not cry in front of
the person who rejected you.
Don’t let them know how much
pain you’re in. You are a rock.
You are an island...an emotion
less island that happens to have
two waterfalls on a face like
mountain.
2.
Eating tubs of ice cream
will not help you, but you know
what will? Netflix. Lots and lots
of Netflix and ice cream. Any
thing that numbs the pain of
knowing that you were not good
enough.
3.
Go into a state of de
nial. Whe n the person told you
that they were not interested in
going out with you, they actually
meant they were not interested
in going to that one particular
location with you.
4.
Avoid social contact.
The world is a cruel, cruel place;
and everyone in it is just out to
hurt you. You were born alone;
and you will die alone.
5.
Move on with your life.
After a reasonable time of griev
ing, take a good long walk out
side and know that the world
isn’t over. Sometimes the rea
son it didn’t work out isn’t you
or them, but just that the pieces
didn't line up right. Perhaps they
will in the future or maybe you
might meet someone else. You’ll
never truly know until you put
yourself back out there again.
6.
Or you could go with
Plan B, change your name, run
away to Argentina, and make
grass mats for a living.

2015 Spring Semester Staff
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Major motion picture “Iranian Nuclear Deal” moves and surprises audiences worldwide
values. So much for the Ameri
can secularism...
The film was shot at various
locations but primarily takes
place in Washington, D.C. and
Tehran— to highlight the con
trast between the epic hero and
vicious villain. The subject: The
nuclear tension that is primar
Idil Ozer ily caused by President Rouhani
Guest Columnist is dissipated by Obama’s (the
knight in the shining armor) ef
The much-anticipated “Ira forts, bringing Rouhani down to
nian Nuclear Deal” finally pre his knees. The story kept the au
miered on April 2, 2015, in dience guessing all the way to a
Lausanne, Switzerland. As ex vague conclusion, revealing that
pected, many irrelevant people finalizations of the details are
commented on the framework, going to be resolved by the end
complaining about how the of June, which clearly translates
production could have been into the end of July; considering
much better and how Ameri how long this deal's deadline has
cans should not have gotten in been dragged out.
volved since, you know, Iranians
It took 13 years for this pro
are not democratic or secular, duction to be completed, yet it
which is interesting since LG- still disappointed many critics.
B T Q rights and abortion are all Possibly because we are used to
discussed under the Christian the epic hero winning without a

Keeping up with the Jones
Disney does itright with a bit ofmagic

Taylor Jones
Guest Columnist

ence. It is a free app that allows
you to scan your ticket and then
pick three rides or shows that
you want Fastpasses for.
Another great part about the
app is that ittellsyou wait times
for everything and anything in
Disney World. You can see ride
wait times, character locations
and times and restaurant wait
times. You can also see menus
for each eating location as well
as pricing. Disney does this to
help each guest save time and be
able to plan out days easier.
Disney also has “extra magic
hours.”Extra magic hours are for
guests that are staying in Disney
resorts. These hours are usu
ally after the park closes, where
guests staying in resorts get to
stay past closing time. The best
part about this is that all the
guests that aren’t staying in Dis
ney hotels leave and the rides
have shorter lines. You can get
on every ride usually within 30
minutes at the most. Staying in
the resorts offers great benefits
likethese extra magic hours, and
there are many resort deals go
ing on this summer. Be sure to
check those out.
There are so many things that
Disney does right. They are al
ways thinking of new ways to
make it a magical experience.
Even little things like keeping
the grounds squeaky clean. Dis
ney pays attention to every little
detail, and that is what makes
each visit special. After all,there
is a reason why itis the happiest

Over spring break, I was
at Disney World. While I was
there, I was thinking of all the
things they do to make each
visit magical. Disney World is
the happiest place on earth for
many reasons. I have visited on
multiple occasions, and Istillget
that exciting feeling when enter
ing the park. There are so many
extra things that Disney does for
their guests, which adds to the
experience and memories.
There are four theme parks in
Disney World: Magic Kingdom,
Hollywood Studios, Animal
Kingdom and Epcot. Each park
offers great rides and a variety of
different shows, including stunt
shows, plays and parades. The
parks are full ofvendors and res
taurants that are hard to resist.
Since there are so many pop
ular attractions, Disney created
the Fastpass system, which is a
way to avoid long lines and enjoy
as many attractions as possible.
Disney used to have customers
go to each ride to get the passes,
but now they have created a new
app that allows you to get your
Fastpasses days in advance. The
app is called M y Disney Experi place on earth-

loss, many were outraged ofhow ever, as the audience, we can country, which did not release
the “good” side had to compro see the good intentions behind its nuclear reports to the U.N.
mise, while in all reality, it did it all since he decided to trade for years, finally agreed to give
not. For the ones who misinter a Kalashnikov to a pocket-knife the International Atomic Energy
preted the message, I am going at the end of the movie. W h o Agency full access to its nuclear
to analyze the movie through knows, if the movie becomes a facilities and supply chain. For
the two main characters: Rou saga, he might even join to the tunately, this whole deal cost
hani and Obama.
good side in the following films. the President only reliefin sanc
Rouhani is an outraged char
President Obama's character tions. Most critics claimed that
acterwho isacting out ofdesper can be considered an average this agreement was a rip off, and
ation. As he is the villain of the romantic hero. After all, even Obama could do better with
story, his unreasonable actions though American politics put threatening Iran with sanctions.
are actually based on grief that more emphasis on public rela At that point, the President
built up over the years. As an tions than anything else, Obama knew that tougher sanctions
Iranian, he witnessed his nation managed to cut the necessary would only isolate D.C. further,
suffer from poverty and hunger, cords at the right times. Despite which could result in globally
which undeniably caused some the domestic and international catastrophic consequences. Allconflicts within the nation. Un low approval ratings, he man in-all,Obama turned this frame
derneath, he is a good character aged to orchestrate a beautiful work into a low-budget idea, but
who is trying to bounce back framework. The exclusion was a promising idea none the less.
from many gender-related is dreadful and led to a bigger
There is no doubt that, like
sues, likegiving rights to women conflict in the House; however, any great production, this movie
and acknowledging their ef thanks to him, Iran is cutting will be extended. And it should
forts in different fields. He is two-thirds of its centrifuge sup be everyone’s hope and dream
also seeking revenge against the plies and reducing its stock that this one will become time
U.S. since their sanctions are the pile of enriched uranium by 97 less. Otherwise, God, please
reason for the suffering. H o w  percent. As a bonus, the same help us all.

Editor’schoice
M y Pin of the Week

W i t h 3 6 Re pins a n d 6 Favorites, this Pin o f a Hello Kitty donut is the
m o s t popular o n m y Pinterest. Last week, I w a s o n o n e of m y Pinning
binges, a n d I c a m e across this picture that w a s taken in Tokyo, Japan.
This donut is “kawaii,” or cute, because o f its iconic shape that refer
ences the f a m o u s cat.
W a n t to see m o r e of m y pins?
C h e c k out H a n n a h Jenae o n Pinterest

Our Mission: The Anchor strives to communicate ca m p u s events throughout
Hope College and the Holland community. W e hope to amplify awareness and
promote dialogue through fair, objective journalism and a vibrant Voices section.

tacks or other editorial considerations. A representative s a m 
ple will be taken. N o an o n y m o u s letters will be printed unless
discussed with Editor-in-Chief. Please limit letters to 5 0 0 words.

Disclaimer: The Anchor is a product of student effort and is funded through
the H o p e College Student Activities Fund. The opinions expressed on the
Voices page are solely those of the author and do not represent the views of
The Anchor. One-year subscriptions to The Anchor are available for $44. The
Anchor reserves the right to accept or reject any advertising.

Mail letters to The Anchor c/o H ope College, drop t hem off at the An
chor office (located in the Martha Miller Center 151) or e-mail us at
anchor@hope.edu by Sunday at 5 p.m. to appear in Wednesday's issue.

Letter Guidelines: The Anchor welcomes all letters. The staff re
serves the right to edit d u e to space constraints, personal at

Advertising Policies; All advertising is subject to the rates, conditions, stan
dards, terms and policies stated in The Anchor’s advertisement brochure.
The Anchor will m a k e continuous efforts to avoid wrong insertions, omissions
and typographical errors. However, if such mistakes occur, this newspaper

m a y cancel its Charges for the portion of the ad if, in the publisher's reason
able judgment, the ad has been rendered valueless by the mistake.
Advertisement Deadlines: All ad and classified requests must be submitted
by 5 p.m. Sunday, prior to W e dnesday distribution.
Contact Information: To submit an ad or a classified, or to request a brochure
or other information, contact our Ads Representative at anchorads@hope.
edu. To contact our office, call our office at (616) 395-7877.
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Want to get
your name in
print?
T h e A n c h o r is always looking for interested
students to get involved. W e always n e e d
m o r e writers, photographers, cartoonists,
graphic designers, letters to the editor, etc.
W h a t e v e r w a y you w a n t to get involved, w e
w o u l d love to have you!
W e m e e t S u n d a y s at 6 p.m. in our office in
M a r t h a Miller. W e brainstorm story ideas
for the u p c o m i n g issue, a n d students are
always w e l c o m e to join! C o m e c h e c k out the
opportunities to get your n a m e in print.
W e want to hear your voice. Get involved!
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M e n ’s lacrosse gains m o m e n t u m
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Kyle Bernaclak

remaining.
In order to creep closer to the
The Hope College Flying .500 mark, the Dutchmen need
Dutchmen men’s lacrosse team ed to take advantage of weaker
traveled to Angola, Ind. over the teams in the conference. Trine
weekend to face off against the was a perfect example. It took
Thunder of Trine University. In all the way until the six-minute
this M I A A matchup, the Dutch mark for Hope to strike first.
men were able to relinquish the This goal came from Mike Odea
Thunder 9-5.
(18) with an assist from Ty MiPrior to that matchup, the edema (T7).
Dutchmen blew past Defiance
Just over a minute later, the
on April 1 by a record-breaking Thunder answered with a goal of
score of24-3. This brought Hope their own. Then, after great de
some much-needed confidence fensive play from both squads,
entering the M I A A season. the Dutchmen were finally able
Throughout the course of their to break the tie with 2 minutes
2015 campaign, the Dutchmen and 42 seconds remaining in
are sure to meet some valiant the period. This is when Peter
opponents in the conference.
Stuckey (’15) put Hope ahead
For Hope, this was the first 2- 1.
game of the M I A A season. Prior
Hope came out for the sec
to this matchup, the Dutchmen ond period with a structured
played non-conference oppo plan for their offensive attack.
nents from all across the Divi Odea scored once again to put
sion III level. Entering Satur the Dutchmen ahead 3-1. After a
days game, Hope was 3-6. This Trine goal, Odea answered once
was a mark that they definitely more for his third goal of the
wanted to improve upon, but game and another assist from
the team realized that there was Miedema. Going into the half,
a large chunk of the season still Hope led the Thunder 4-2, but
S

ports
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April 8

Softball
vs. Kalamazoo at 3:30 and 5:30 p.m.

Friday

April 10

Men’s Tennis
vs. Oberlin (Ohio) at 9 a.m.
vs. Witterberg (Ohio) at 12:30 p.m.

Saturday

April 1 1

Baseball
vs. Kalamazoo at 1 and 3 p.m.

Men’s Tennis
vs. W a b a s h at 9 a.m.

Men’s Lacrosse
vs. Adrian at 1 p.m.

W o m e n ’s Lacrosse
vs. Kalamazoo at 4 p.m.
P hoto by M onica D w y er

THE D U T C H M E N STRIKE— Grant Brogan (’18) leads an of
fensive charge for H o p e against Defiance. Brogan has been an
integral part of the D u t c h m e n offense thus far.
the Dutchmen knew that Trine
would not go away easily.
The only goal in the third
quarter came from the oppos
ing Trine. This made the score
4-3, which made the Dutchmen

In B

rief

W O M E N ’S TENNIS TAKES

approach the final quarter with
TWO, DROPS T W O
more caution.
Gunnar Elder (17) had four
The women's tennis team
goals in the final quarter to pro competed in the Midwest Invi
pel the Dutchmen. Grant Bro tational last weekend. They de
gan (18) scored as well.
feated St. Catherine University
and Gustavus Adolphus College
but fell to the University of Chi
cago and Denison University.
Hope started Friday with a
9-0 win over St.Catherine. These
competing in the race.
this event.
results did not hold any indica
Ben Zank (15) finished first
The Dutch showed their tion on how the team would fare
in the 5000-meter run with a dominance in the 5000-meter against Chicago, to who m they
time of 15:15.35. Ryan Boxeth run, taking first, second, fourth, lost 8-1. The only win came from
(16) took sixth at 16:02.35 for tenth and twelfth in the event. Carli Capestany (’15).
three points.
Julia Stock (16) clocked in
The Dutch started out Sat
The Dutchmen collected 17:54.01 for the No.l spot and urday in the same fashion, los
15 points from the 110 meter Casey Campbell (16) came next ing to Denison 5-4. Capestany
hurdles. Jeremy Richards (18) at 18:10.01. Lindsay Timmer recorded another singles win
finished first for Hope and third man (15) was just over a minute along with a doubles victory
overall at 17.09. Behind him in behind for fourth with a time with teammate Nancy Benda
fourth was Ryan Arndt (17) at of 19:10.96. Jessica Gaines (17) (T7). Kate Mader (T7) and Nat
17.45. Robert Schneider (18) and Alissa Frazee (18) rounded alie Rahrig (18) also won their
claimed four points in 19.22.
out Hope’s runners at 20.01.03 matches.
The 3000-meter steeplechase and 20.45.69 respectively. Hope
Hope found their prowess
gave Hope a second and third gained 23 points from that event once again against Gustavus
place finish for Tyler Brinks (17) alone thanks to the stellar per Adolphus, taking down their
and Joseph Beemer (16). They formances.
opponent 5-2. Capestany won in
clocked in 9:48.75 and 10:12.48
Jane Pearson (16) placed first straight sets in both singles and
respectively.
in the lOO-meter hurdles with doubles (with Benda). Mader
The 4x400 meter relay team a time of 16.10. Also scoring and Rahrig defeated their oppo
of Arndt, Nicholas Salomon points for Hope was Alison Rich nents in singles and teamed to
(17) ,Tim Simon (15) and Mat (18) in third with 16.30.
gether to do the same in doubles.
thew Ruff (18) took second at
The Dutch claimed first, sec
3:29.57.
MIAA
ond and third in the 400-mePLAYERS OF THE W E E K
Arndt placed third in the jav ter hurdles, arguably their best
elin throw at 39.43m, while Wil event from the invitational. Sier
Softball
liam Henkel (18) took fourth ra Schultz (17) collected her 10
in high jump with a height of points in 1:07.85. Right behind
Peyton Wells (15)
1.68m. Nicholas Brohl (18) was Pearson at 1:09.27, who
finished third in pole vault at outstretched teammate Rich by
Men’s Lacrosse
nearly halfof a second.
3.70m.
Seth McCall (18)
Hope finished second in
Over on the women's side, the
Goalie
Flying Dutch placed first overall the 4x400 meter relay. Schultz,
at the invitational with a point Pearson, Satkiewicz and Kate
tallyof 138, ahead ofAlma by 11. Kooiker (18) clocked in a time
BASEBALL FALLS TO
ADRIAN O N THE ROAD
The 200-meter dash was suc of4:14.22 for eight points.
Pearson once again showed
cessful for the freshmen Rach
On Saturday, the base
els on the team. Rachel Satkie- up on the results sheet, this time
wicz (18) finished third in the in high jump. Her jump of 1.52m ball team lost a pair of
200-meter dash at 27.33, while was enough to place third. She games to the Bulldogs of
Rachel Anderson (18) at 28.74.. also took fifth in long jump with Adrian College on the road.
In game one, the Dutch
Satkiewicz also placed third in a distance of4.72m. Rich topped
the 400-meter dash with a time her in the event in third with a men were led by Austin
(15)
tremen
jump of 4.80m. The two ath Goodyke's
of 1:00.54.
Katherine Hauge (15) took letes also saw glory in the javelin dous pitching performance.
However, in game two,
tenth in the 1500-meter run out throw. Pearson took second at
of 30 participants. She managed 33.86m and Rich took third at Hope’s offense was not able
to get working on all cylin
to finish in 5:03.68, scoring three 28.85m.
There is an M I A A Jamboree ders. They are currendy 10-9
points for her team. She was the
only Hope runner to compete in at Adrian on Saturday at 11 a.m. | overall and 5-7 in the MIAA.

Track and field claims fame at Alma
Nicole Metzler

dash. The clock read 11.22 for
Boone Marois (16). Matthew
The men’s and women’s track Pelyhes (17) added five points
and field teams ended their in fourth at 11.76. Itwas not the
weekend at the Alma College in only event Marois would make
vitational in victorious fashion, the podium in. He completed
finishing first overall and claim the 200 meter dash in 22.67 for
ing wins in a number of individ second place. Pelyhes took sixth,
ual events.
running a time of 23.68.
The Flying Dutchmen tied
Cameron Jones (17) placed
with Northwood University for third in the 800-meter run at
the number one spot with 131 1:57.61. Brandon Wolliston
points each.
rounded out the scoring times
The first victory, for .Hope’s for Hope in eighth with 1:59.91.
men came in the lOO-meter There were a total of 39 men
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STUDYING
WE RE THE GREAT
BRAIN RELAXES.
HAPPY HOUR
MO ND A Y - F R I D A Y
3 PM - 6 PM

$1 OFF ALL TALL DRAFTS

M

2899 WEST SHORE DR.

HOLLAND
616.399.9461
j j j /bwwholland

BUFFALOWILDWINGS.COM
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Lacrosse splits Softball wins four
first M I A A g a m e s straight over weekend

Nicole Metzler
S
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The women’s lacrosse team
defeated St. Mary’s College in
their M I A A season opener and
later fellto Alma College on Sat
urday. As of April 6, Hope’s re
cord stands at 2-5.
The Flying Dutch scored
14 goals to St. Mary’s 10 last
Wednesday to start off the
M I A A in good fashion. The first
goal came from Molly Green
field (T5) with 27:50 left on the
clock. Grace Ahlgrim (’18) took
40 seconds to score Hope's sec
ond. In an effort to retaliate, St.
Mary’s placed one in the net five
minutes into the game, but the
point was quickly quieted by
Ahlgrim s second goal.
St. Mary’s then scored off of
a free position shot, taking the
score to 3-2. Two more Hope
goals separated that from the
Gaels’next. The first came from
Dana Kym (T7), assisted by
Greenfield. The second was by
Makenzie Bortell (’15).
Scoring went back and forth
for the Dutch and the Gaels un
til the scoreboard read 7-4. St.
Mary’s put in two goals to close
the gap at the end of the first
half.
The second half started with
a hat-trick completing goal by
Ahlgrim. Greenfield and Linnea Ridlen (T6) gave Hope the
edge by taking the score to 10-6
before St. Mary’s could start the
four-goal streak to even out the
game. The Gaels could not keep
the momentum going and the
Dutch took the last four goals,
two from Ridlen and two from
Kym.
Goalie Michaela Biegner (’18)
saved 13 of 23 shots on goal. She
was the only goalie on the field
for Hope for the duration of the
game.
The Dutch made 32 shots
during the game, one less than
their opponents.
Saturday’sgame against Alma
played out differently for Hope.
Kym was able to score the first
goal at 28:34, but Alma marked
their territory with one of their
own shortly after. Two minutes
later and Kym would score an
other, followed by Greenfield’s
firstof the afternoon.
Three goals later and Alma
was up 4-3 over Hope. As the

clock read 13:56, Ahlgrim made
her presence known with an
equalizing goal. Nearly five
minutes later, Ahlgrim scored
another. Alma tied the game at
five each and 40 seconds later,
Greenfield took her tally to two.
Two more Alma goals and one
from Hope’s Bortell in the last
27 seconds finalized the firsthalf
score at 7-7.
Alma started the second
half with a strong three straight
goals, the third scored with a
player down. The Dutch took
advantage of their extra player
opportunity with a Bortell goal
with 19:38 left.The Scotts netted
two more goals to take the score
to 12-8 in their favor. Greenfield
scored with seven minutes left,
but it was not enough to push
her team to overturn the score
line.
The Dutch managed 27 shots
throughout the game, the same
amount as their opponents.
Biegner saved seven of 19
shots on goal for the duration
of the 60-minute game. She now
has recorded 57 saves on the
season. Her save percentage isat
38.5 in a total of 420 minutes of
play and seven starts. Biegner is
the only goalie on Hope’s roster
this season.
The Dutch have recorded 61
goals with only 14 assists this
season, causing some to say they
are focused on a more isolated
style of play.
The team has a 37.3 shot per
centage on the season with the
most shots coming from Green
field. She also has the most goals
scored this season at 19, making
her shot percentage 51.4.
Kym has recorded the second
highest amount of goals for the
team with 10 in six starts. Her
shot percentage is at 40 so far
this season.
The 2014 season ended in a
6-7 overall record for the Dutch
and 4-4 in M I A A conference
play. Hope will be looking to end
the season on the positive end of
the spectrum this time around.
W o m e n ’s lacrosse is back in
action on Saturday, April 11 at 4
p.m. at home against Kalamazoo
College. Including this game,
there are four home games left
in the 2015 season. They will go
on to play rivals Calvin College
away on April 23 at 5 p.m.
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On Friday, April 3 and Sat
urday, April 4 the Hope College
softball team won four consecu
tive games by first surpassing
Olivet College and then Whea
ton College. In this two doubleheader stretch, the Flying Dutch
outscored their opponents 26-7.
These games gave Hope unbri
dled confidence as they move
further into the M I A A Confer
ence season.
In the first game on Friday,
Sydney Jones (’18) took the
mound and had yet another im
pressive start. She set the stage
for the offense to flourish by sti
fling Olivet hitters.
The Dutch struck first in the
top of the first inning as Julie
Sobieski (’15) singled to left field
and was able to reach second
base on a throwing error. As a
result, Kelsey Cooper (T5) and
Peyton Wells (’15) scored. This
created a great foundation on
which Hope would take advan
tage.
The top ofthe second brought
another run for the Dutch. Sammi Adams (T7) reached first
on a bunt, and an errant throw
sent Adams to second. This also
caused Hayley Reitsma (T8) to
score, putting the Dutch ahead
3-0. In the bottom of the third,
the Comets were able to scratch
one run, but they would not
make any offensive noise for the
rest of the game.
Hope's offense exploded in
the top of the seventh led by Si
erra Mutschler’s (’18) two-run
home run. The Dutch went on to
score an additional five runs af
ter Mutschler’s deep home run.
They would go on to win 10-1.
Jones threw four stellar in
nings, only allowing one un
earned run. She also had six

strikeouts. Kate Laverty (’16) At the end of the seventh inning,
pitched the final three innings the score remained 1-1. In the
for the Dutch, earning herself a top of the eighth, Hope was able
save.
to stop the Thunder from scor
In the second game ofFriday’s ing by forcing them to ground
doubleheader, the Dutch were out three times.
not able to get an early start and
The bottom of the eighth
went behind early. The Comets brought some late magic for
scored two runs in the top of the Hope. After getting the first few
first to take an early lead. It was batters of the inning on base,
not until the bottom of the third the Dutch were able to strike.
when Hope was able to answer Wells singled up the middle and
Olivet. Cooper singled to center Adams came around to score.
field, scoring Wells and Autumn Hope defeated Wheaton 2-1 in
Anderson (T6). This knotted the walk-off fashion.
game up at two runs apiece.
In the second game at home
Then, in the bottom of the against Wheaton, Hope slipped
fourth, Hope was able to take behind early, but were once
the lead with an RBI single from again able to regain the lead and
Anderson, which was followed cruise to a 9-3 victory.
up by another RBI hit by Becca
Going into the third inning,
Phillips (’15). The Dutch were the Dutch were down 2-0 after
able to score one more time in Wheaton began the game with
the bottom of the sixth. They home runs in consecutive in
went on to take home the vic nings. However, Wells began the
tory 5-2.
third inning with an RBI single.
Natalie Hiser (’15) pitched Then, Sobieski hit a monster
4.1 innings to earn the victory. three-run home run to dead
She had five strikeouts and no center field. Hope now con
walks on the day.
trolled the lead by a score of 4-2.
O n Saturday, April 4 the
In the bottom of the fifth,
Thunder of Wheaton College Wells jacked a home run for
traveled to Holland to take on the Dutch. Near the end of the
the red-hot Dutch. In the bot game, in the bottom of the sixth,
tom of the first, Hope struck Anderson hit a three-run home
first with a Wells single, which run. After Cooper hit an RBI
scored Anderson on an error.
ground out, Hope was finally
The Dutch knew that Whea done with its offensive strike for
ton would be a much more re the game. They won the contest
lentless foe than Olivet. The 9-3.
Thunder would be very fun
After their fourth win of the
damental in all aspects of the weekend, the team is now 16-4
game. This would prove to be overall. Additionally, the Dutch
true throughout the course of were able to tack on another pair
Saturday's contest.
of wins against the University of
The game turned into a pitch Chicago on Monday, April 6.
er'sduel, considering both pitch These came as non-conference
ers were answering one another victories.
with shutdown innings. Then, in
In the MIAA, the team is4-2.
the top ofthe fifth,Wheaton was There is definitely tremendous
able to cease Hope’s momentum potential for Hop as they e m 
and hit a home run off of Jones. bark on a tough season.

Sports editor’s corner
Kyle Bernaclak

ing Day rosters.
The Washington Nation
Sunday night officially signi als acquired Max Sherzer from
fied the beginning ofyet another Detroit to establish the most
Major League Baseball season, dominating starting rotation in
as the Chicago Cubs hosted the baseball on day one. In Boston,
St. Louis Cardinals at historic the Red Sox found the missing
Wrigley Field. O n Monday, foul link by bringing Hanley Ramirez
lines would be chalked, grass aboard. Faithful Cubs fans final
was cut, and the infield dirt was ly have something to be excited
groomed, as all the other ball about after hiring Joe Manager
clubs were ready to embark on as the new skipper and bringing
their 2015 campaigns.
in the the crafty lefty,Jon Lester.
With the start of baseball sea Finally, the San Diego Padres ac
son, the Anchor Sports Editors quired James Shields in the win
will weigh in on their thoughts ter and arguably the best closer
for the 2015 season and present in baseball, Craig Kimbrel, just
our followers with some playoff on Sunday afternoon.
predictions.
With all of these changes,
The off-season after an ex there will definitely be some
citing 2014 has been one of the unlikely ballclubs making deep
most active in baseball history. playoffruns on October.
Teams have acquired superstars
Recently, there have been
and low-key assets to their clubs big questions posed such as will
in order to solidify their Open- baseball be relevant again? I can
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honestly say that Iam more than
confident that the American
public will pay close attention
to its pastime in 2015. For some
cities, baseball is relevant again
for the first time in decades as
a result of the off-season moves
and alterations.
Here’s how the Anchor ispre
dicting the 2015 playoffs to turn
out:

AL East:Red Sox
AL Central: Tigers
AL West:Mariners
Wild Card 1: White Sox
Wild Card 2:Angels
Pennant: Mariners
NL East:Nationals
NL Central: Cardinals
NL West: Giants
Wild Card 1:Pirates
Wild Card 2:Padres
Pennant: Giants
World Series Champion:
Giants

